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            Abstract
Many animals build complex structures to aid inÂ their survival, but very fewÂ are built exclusively from materialsÂ that animals create 1,2. In the midwaters of the ocean, mucoid structures are readily secreted by numerous animals, and serveÂ many vital functions3,4. However, little is known about these mucoid structures owing to the challenges of observing them in the deep sea. Among these mucoidÂ forms, the â€˜housesâ€™ of larvaceans are marvels of nature5, and in the ocean twilight zone giant larvaceans secrete and build mucus filtering structures that can reach diameters of more than 1Â m6. Here we describe in situ laser-imaging technology7 that reconstructsÂ three-dimensional models of mucus forms. The models provide high-resolution views of giant larvacean houses and elucidate the role thatÂ house structure hasÂ in food capture and predator avoidance. Now that tools exist to study mucus structures found throughout the ocean, we can shed light onÂ some of natureâ€™s most complex forms.
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                    Fig. 1: Giant larvacean, B. stygius, in its mucus feeding structure, which includes an inner and outer house.


Fig. 2: A three-dimensional reconstructed model of a giant larvacean and its inner house yields composite models of the mucus structure.


Fig. 3: Comparison between traditional line sketches and three-dimensional models of a giant larvacean mucus house.


Fig. 4: Laser scanning coupled with particle flow-field measurements reveal the structure and function of the mucus house.
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                Code availability


The custom MATLAB code developed as part of this study can be downloaded from our public repository at https://bitbucket.org/mbari/batho3dr.



Data availability


The data reported in this paper are archived and can be openly accessed using MBARIâ€™s Video Annotation and Reference System (VARS) query tool (https://www.mbari.org/products/research-software/video-annotation-and-reference-system-vars/query-interface/) with the search term â€˜Nature20190609559â€™. In addition, the data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 DeepPIV hardware and deployment.
a, DeepPIV is used to visualize gelatinous or mucus structures and conduct in situ three-dimensional scanning laser reconstructions using ROV MiniROV. b, Enlarged view of DeepPIV components affixed to the laser housing to generate a laser-sheet and fluorescent-dye field, as well as components to aid in pilot control of the vehicle during ROVÂ deployments. c, MiniROV being launched in Monterey Bay from RV Rachel Carson.


Extended Data Fig. 2 DeepPIV scans yield cross-sectional structural information.
During a single laser sheet scan using DeepPIV, multiple planes (1â€“5 from dorsal to ventral) are illuminated to reveal different features in the mucus house structure of B. stygius. Scale bars, 4Â cm.


Extended Data Fig. 3 The inner and outer house as well as the connective mucus structures of B. stygius.
a, Line drawing of the typical structure of the outer house and inlet channels with embedded inlet filters near the animal trunk. b, c, Overviews of the outer house structure with the animalâ€“house complex oriented downwards (b) and upwards (c). dâ€“f, Magnified views of the two inlet channels connecting laterally to the inner house from outside the outer house looking laterally (d), inside the inlet channel looking laterally (e) and inside the outer house looking dorsally (f).


Extended Data Fig. 4 Three-dimensional reconstructions of mucus and gelatinous structures using DeepPIV.
aâ€“f, White-light illumination (a, c, e) provides two-dimensional snapshots of structures in midwater, where the scanning laser illumination of DeepPIV (b, d, f) can yield three-dimensional reconstructions of floating egg masses (a, b), larvacean bodies (c, d) and other gelatinous or mucus structures such as siphonophore swimming bells (e, f; Desmophyes annectens). Scale bars, 1Â cm.
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Supplementary Information
This file contains Supplementary Materials and Methods and Supplementary Table 1.


Reporting Summary

Video 1
Video compilation showing a giant larvacean, Bathochordaeus stygius, illuminated by white light and followed by a DeepPIV laser scan with the ROV approaching the inner house dorsally (Table S1, 3DR4). The red lights shown in the white illumination clip correspond to the DeepPIV laser sheet.


Video 2
Video compilation showing a giant larvacean, B. stygius, illuminated by white light and followed by a DeepPIV laser scan with the ROV approaching the inner house anteriorly (Table S1, 3DR5).


Video 3
Fly around video showing a 3D reconstructed model (Table S1, 3DR4) of a giant larvacean (black) occupying its inner house. The lateral inlet channels are shown along with the inner house, which includes the inlet filters, suspensory threads, ramp, supply chambers, and food concentrating filters.


Video 4
Dye visualizations reveal flow through the inner house being driven by the beating giant larvacean tail (Table S1, Batho3).


Video 5
Compilation of DeepPIV particle videos revealing fluid motion within various features of the giant larvacean inner house.
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